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A bicycle rumors World Wide Web site has leaked what is likely to become later the camera
Contour, Contour + in nature. The appearance will be exactly like the current Contour , contour
actionkamera, contour kamera, GPS Video Kamera and ContourHD, contour GPS 1080p, but the
intestines are filled to capacity, with improvements, often with useful features that users have
requested.

Contour + Contour is the answer to all problems contained in their efforts to modern cameras. The
lack of a viewfinder, and paragraphs, the noise was raised by the questions often their buyers. It
seems Contour listened and find solutions to these problems. .

What is the Contour Plus +?

So what's inside the new contour +? This is the best estimate based on information obtained from
us.

HDMI type C

Advanced-Viewing angle 135 degrees 170 degrees

Radio-Built-in Bluetooth

Higher quality image

Outside Port-Mike

-Red "is the" LED when the switch is pushed forward the

registrationEnhanced sound and an external microphone

Cameras capture audio in Action have always been uneasy. Squeezing the close microphone
housing is really a challenge. That's why most of helmet cameras recorded audio, sound bad, or
quarries, and prone to wind noise. Contour + gets around this problem by adding a 2.5 mm jack for
external microphone to the bottom of the case.

HD Helmkamera Output

What many users of cameras Contour wanted was a simple approach to quickly launch their own
video on a TV monitor or main. Contour was responsible for the HDMI connector, as the boundary
on the rear panel + Support SD card. Now you can connect the camera to the TV screen as soon as
the bicycle or the slope and see what you shot. This makes the clip preview before editing rights,
bragging or showing clips snap.

I telephone the viewfinder

Beyond image quality between the cameras most requested capabilities is often a helmet visor to
help structure and adjust the camera shots. While this feature was available in high-end cameras
significantly more expensive for some time, fierce competition in the market for town houses is
forcing the cheaper models like the outline of + taking your camera viewer. Contour has developed
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an ingenious solution. For example, as a radio blue tooth inside the outline of a and make a totally
free, I call (and soon Android) application boundary + users can use their mobile phones as a viewer
i, giving larger, brighter display the highest and the viewfinder definition headphones on the market.

Wide angle

One of the elements that determine helmet cameras outside ordinary video cameras are extremely
wide-angle lens to capture far more valuable in a scene and bring the viewer into the action. Often,
the smaller the angle, the greater the tension in the video.
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